Abstract: This paper presents a new application that improves communication between digital media and customers at a point of sale. The system uses several methods from various areas of computer vision such as motion detection, object tracking, behavior analysis and recognition, semantic description of behavior, and scenario recognition. Specifically, the system is divided in three parts: low-level, mid-level, and high-level analysis. Low-level analysis detects and tracks moving object in the scene. Then mid-level analysis describes and recognizes behavior of the tracked objects. Finally high-level analysis produces a semantic interpretation of the detected behavior and recognizes predefined scenarios. Our research is developed in order to build a real-time application that recognizes human behaviors while shopping. Specifically, the system detects customer interests and interactions with various products at a point of sale.
Introduction
Computer vision has been an active field of research over the last decade. Some areas such as video surveillance [31] have been widely studied due to the massive amount of data and the need to process it automatically. Furthermore, various vision applications are now available to the public and used by millions.
Marketing is one of the new fields of application of computer vision. Specifically, computer vision systems are developed to measure or improve media, and display, efficiency. In fact, the marketing field has evolved lately with the era of digital signage. The use of digital media at point of sale becomes more and more popular. This media opens new channels of communication with customers that bring along new issues. For example, playing advertising clips one after another does not have significant impact on customers. It is then of primarily concern to identify ideal content and location for these media, in order to maximize its impact on customers. Nowadays a few software systems exist. A few systems track customers, in a video-surveillance context, to obtain statistical information regarding customers' habits and displacement inside shopping malls. Other systems calculate directly the media audience and opportunity to see the media, using face detection.
The study introduced in this paper is along the same lines and aims at improving the impact of digital media by maximizing interaction between media and customers. For example, we want to adapt the displayed clips to the behavior of the customers present in the scene. Furthermore, we want to produce statistical data, suitable for non-specialist, summarizing customers' interactions with products. Specifically, we detect customers picking up products from known areas in real-time using a fixed camera. The detection of such an event results, for example, in playing a clip 1 LaBRI, University of Bordeaux -351 Cours de la libération, 33405 Talence Cedex, France a) henri.nicolas@labri.fr related to the product. It is interesting to note that we want to avoid the use of algorithm that requires a long training to simplify the installation of the system.
The system we propose is based on a low-level analysis module, composed of motion detection and object tracking. We use a motion detection technique based on the well-known Gaussian mixture model. Then we propose an object tracking process, based on multiple hypotheses, using a voting process to match detected regions.
The mid-level analysis module is based on our behavior model. This model is composed of various states organized in a finite state machine, or automata, and we evaluate several methods to recognize these states. Then, the high-level analysis module uses the recognized states to produce a semantic interpretation and recognize scenarios. We propose to adapt a semantic interpretation to our behavior model and we propose three different scenarios to be recognized.
After a short review, we present the shopping setting and our system: first the low-level analysis, then mid-level and high-level analysis. Finally we show some results and conclude with future work.
Previous Work
This section presents different methods for motion detection, object tracking, behavior understanding, and semantic description of behavior. Although the shopping setting is different from video-surveillance or motion capture settings, the low-level analysis remains similar. In the behavior analysis part, relevant descriptors must be chosen to fit the data. A major part of this paper evaluates these descriptors.
For an overview of the presented fields, the reader can refer to various surveys [1] , [14] , [28] , [29] , [35] , [46] .
Motion Detection
The aim in this phase is to distinguish the background from the c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan moving objects. The motion detection techniques can be separated in two categories, depending if they are using a background model or not. Without a background model, the algorithms are based on temporal differencing or optical flow. These methods can be fast, but the results are noisy. When a model is available, we can classify the method used as pixel based, local, or global. Pixel based models assign to each pixel of the image a value or an intensity function that gives the appearance of the background. We only use the measurement taken on the specific pixel. The model can be as simple as an image of the background without objects or more complex by using Gaussian distribution [41] . Segmentation methods like Mean-shift classify the complex distribution of data into clusters [13] . However, segmentation techniques are computationally expensive.
Local based models use the neighborhood of a pixel instead of the pixel itself to calculate the similarity measurement. In specific, these methods calculate if a block of pixels belongs or not to the background [36] .
Global based models use the entire image at each moment to build a model of the entire background. The k-means algorithm builds k background models [43] . Eigen background is a different way of representing the image. This method creates a set of appearance models that only possess a few significant dimensions [30] .
The motion detection phase is important, because the object tracking phase directly depends on the good quality of its results. In our study, we chose a pixel based model that offers a good compromise between quality and speed. Furthermore, a pixel based model offers a precise contour of the detected regions, which is important for the behavior recognition phase.
Object Tracking
After moving regions are detected, we want to track them along the video sequence. Depending on the method used, detection and tracking can merge, because they use the same techniques. As in Ref. [14] , we divide methods into four categories. Tracking can be based on regions, contours, features, or a model.
Region based tracking identifies connected regions corresponding to each object in the scene and describes them based on their color, texture, or gradient [26] .
Active contour based tracking uses the contour of each region. The shape of the detected regions is matched from one frame to another. People can be tracked using deformable contour models [3] .
Feature based tracking does not aim at tracking an object as one entity, these methods look for distinctive features that are often local [9] such as points, line, curves, corners, etc. or global [33] like perimeter, surface, color, position, etc. This data is used to describe and match the objects.
Model based tracking can be done in a variety of ways: articulated skeleton [18] , 2-D contours [17] , and 3-D volumes. For each new image, detected regions are compared to different models previously built. Models are regularly updated with new information. Active contour and model based tracking require a priori knowledge of the scene or the object. Therefore, we combine region and feature based tracking in our system.
Behavior Understanding
After tracking moving objects, we naturally want to understand their behavior. Behavior understanding, or recognition, aims at classifying time varying feature data. The goal is, in most cases, to match test sequences with labeled sequences used as reference.
We first present three categories of description methods used to recognize human behavior [20] :
Human model based methods use a full 3-D or 2-D model of human body parts. Action recognition is achieved using information on body parts pose and motion.
Holistic methods use knowledge about the localization of humans in video and learn an action model from global body motion, without any notion of body parts.
Local feature methods only use descriptors of local regions in a video. No prior knowledge about the position of human or its limb is given.
Human models require a priori knowledge and can not be applied on various scenes. Since our tracking system produces information regarding the localization and contour of the global human bodies without human model, we apply holistic methods on our system. We further outline some major methods for the recognition process [14] :
Dynamic time warping is a simple and robust template-based matching method [42] .
Finite state machines (FSM) are made of states and transition function between them. These transition functions are the most important feature of a FSM. The machine can be deterministic and can recognize behavior without learning involved [7] , unlike the other methods.
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is a stochastic state machine that allows analysis of spatio-temporal varying data. Given a number of states, HMM optimizes state transitions as well as output probabilities. HMM is extensively applied since it outperforms DTW. Later approaches use coupled hidden Markov model [30] .
Neural network is a non-linear statistical data modeling technique. Time-delay neural network adds delay units to a general static network [27] . Self-organizing neural network allows the description of unrestricted object motion [15] .
Support vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier defined by a separating hyperplane [8] . SVMs have been successfully applied to various recognition tasks.
Although FSM tends to be less flexible on observable behaviors, it allows us to model all shopping behavior that we are interested in. Furthermore, SVMs are utilized to recognize the most challenging behavior.
Semantic Interpretation
Many applications require a description of object behavior in natural language, suitable for non-specialist operator. There are two main categories of behavior description methods.
Statistical models, such as Bayesian network models, interpret events and behavior as interactions between objects by the c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan analysis of time sequences and statistical modeling [44] .
Formalized reasoning represents behavior patterns using symbol systems then recognizes and classifies events with reasoning methods [21] .
We choose formalized reasoning because of its simplicity and we avoid a long learning phase.
Shopping Setting
This section presents the shopping setting in more details. In fact, behavior analysis is used in various contexts. Several datasets were used as a baseline for many researchers. We categorize four sorts of datasets used for different applications.
First datasets, such as Refs. [5] , [37] , aim at detecting specific motion behavior like people waving, jumping, walking, running, boxing, etc. Videos are mainly taken without camera motion and focus essentially on the actor.
The second type of datasets [22] , [40] are directly extracted from movies. These datasets are used to detect people shaking hands, hugging, answering the phone, etc.
Different kind of behavior can be detected in a videosurveillance setting [31] , [40] , such as meetings, luggage drop, crowd analysis, etc.
The last type of datasets concern sports videos. The configuration varies and can be focused on the actors, extracted from a TV-show, or surveillance like.
Nowadays, only a few papers used dataset coming from point of sale [11] , [16] , [34] , [39] . The shopping setting is between behavior analysis like Ref. [37] that observes a person to detect its moving behavior and video-surveillance that detect interactions between people, luggage, specific areas of the scene, etc. Thus we want to detect customer moving behavior as well as interaction with specific areas of the scene, i.e., products areas.
Lately, two systems have been proposed to analyze the behaviors of shoppers. The work by Etchuya et al. [11] tracks customers and cluster their trajectories in order to visualize areas of interest. Then, the work of Popa et al. [34] propose a dual system. One part of the system similarly tracks customers, in a surveillance setup, and analyze their trajectories to recognize "disoriented," "looking around", or "goal oriented" people. The second part is focused on the actor to recognize interaction with product, e.g., "browsing," "trying on clothes". Our work bears similarities with these systems. However, our setup is different in the sense that we analyze the customers actions and trajectories in the same video data and in a combined framework. Furthermore, we propose a high-level analysis and our applications goal is to improve the interaction between the customer and the Digital media.
System Description
This section presents our system, see Fig. 1 . The system is divided in three modules: low-level, mid-level, and high-level analysis.
Low-level Analysis
The low-level analysis phase identifies and locates every moving object in the scene, for every frame. The method used is divided into motion detection, or segmentation, and object track- ing. We use fast methods in order to cope with the real-time constraints of our final application.
Motion Detection
Motion detection uses a pixel based model of the background, see Fig. 2 . After evaluating several methods [23] , [41] , [47] , we select a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) because the technique is fast and offers accurate results. The method is further improved by adapting the number of selected Gaussian, detecting shadows, and handling stopped people.
The Gaussian mixture model: is composed of a weighted sum of Gaussian densities, which allows the color distribution of a given pixel to be multi-modal. Modeling the history of pixel values by several normal distributions helps the method to be more robust against local illumination changes and occlusions.
Weight ω, mean μ, and covariance Σ are the parameters of the GMM that are updated dynamically over time, as follows:
Adaptive number of selected Gaussian: Unlike the original model detailed in Refs. [41] , [47] proposes to adapt the number of c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan selected Gaussian. The distributions weights are decreased when the distribution is not observed for a certain amount of time.
Where α is the learning rate and M i,t is equal to 1 for the matched distribution and 0 for the others. c T is a scalar representing the prior evidence.
Shadows detection: An interesting challenge of motion detection is to handle shadows. We use a model that is compatible with the mixture model [41] , [47] . We calculate the brightness distortion a and color distortion c as follow:
Where E is a position vector at the RGB mean of the pixel background and I(s, t) is the pixel value at position s and time t. If the differences in chromatic and brightness are within some thresholds, pixels are considered as shadows.
Handling stopped people: Finally, we modify the updating process to better handle objects stopping in the scene. Based on the current model, stopped people starts disappearing, because they become part of the background. We modify the updating process of the distributions parameters, i.e., we do not update areas that are considered as belonging to a tracked object.
We introduce F s,t that is a binary image representing these tracked objects, i.e., detected regions that are tracked for several frames. Pixels covered by an object have value 1 while the others have value 0. We modify the distribution parameters updating equations as follow:
More details and evaluation of the motion detection process can be found in Ref. [38] .
Object Tracking
In this section, we propose an object tracking method based on several hypotheses of the object appearance.
In practice, a detected object, or person, can be covered by several disconnected regions, because the detection algorithm misses part of the person, see Fig. 2 row 1 . Thus, our object tracking method is based on the hypothesis that a connected region can represent:
• A part of a person • An entire person • A group of people The tracking process is composed of several steps: regions merge, frame to frame region matching, matches filtering, regions and objects identification, and merges-splits detection, see Fig. 3 .
Region merge: We first merge regions, so they better match actual people. There are two separated parts in the merging process, first reliable merge are made, then potential merge are considered. The following matching process, matches this list of current regions with previously tracked regions. Matched regions are considered to be the most relevant and, based on these results, sub-regions are deleted or potential merges are cancelled. Frame to frame matching: In order to match regions, we first build a descriptor for each of them. The descriptor is composed of the regions gravity centre position, size, position of the bounding box centre, surface area, and first and second order color moments. The descriptor is then a vector of measurements x = |x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n | with n = 13. The regions' matching is achieved by using a descriptor matching algorithm, similar to Ref. [25] , which works as follow. We define two sets of regions descriptors S 1 and S 2 that correspond to two consecutive images. Two regions with descriptor x ∈ S 1 and y ∈ S 2 are matched if and only if x is the most similar descriptor to y and vice-versa, i.e., ∀y ∈ S 2 \y : sim(x, y) > sim(x, y ) and (9)
Where sim is the asymmetric similarity measure. The calculation of sim(y, x) is analogous with the roles of S 1 and S 2 interchanged.
Matches filtering and regions identification:
The matching process outputs couples of matched regions. We first filter these matches by removing under-regions and test matched regions for relevant merging. Then, regions are identified by receiving the identification of the region they are matched with, in the previous frame. If this region is not identified, we create a new identity for the matched region.
Object Identification: We use filtered matched region to build and update an object list. Each object corresponds to an identified region that was tracked for several frames. Once regions are matched, we use their information to update objects, with new location, size, color moments, etc. Then remaining unmatched regions are matched with inactive unmatched objects to solve possible miss-detection and occlusions.
Merge and split detection: It is interesting to note that most occlusion cases are solved by the object identification process. However, some cases can be more complex and then splits and merges offer us more clues to identify occlusions. We detect splits and merges of large objects that are tracked for a long period of time. Based on the order and time between splits and merges, we can detect more occlusions. More details and evaluation of the tracking method can be found in Ref. [39] .
Finally the low-level analysis module outputs information and identifications of each moving object in the scene.
Mid-level Analysis
Mid-level analysis uses low-level output, position and mask of each moving object at the current frame, and aims at determining current actions realized by each object in the scene. We first present the behavior model based on eight states, then the descrip-tion of product grabbing events and the state recognition. Finally, we organize these states in a Finite State Machine (FSM).
Behavior Model
This section presents the proposed model that defines interesting human behaviors while shopping. At a point of sale, customers walk around products, look at prices, pick up products, etc. We create eight states that correspond to the current behavior of a person, or object. The chain of states describes a scenario that the person plays.
• Enter: A new person appears in the scene.
• Exit: The person leaves the scene.
• Interested: The person is close to products, i.e., possibly interested.
• Interacting: The person interacts with products, is grabbing products.
• Stand by: The person is stopped in the scene and not close to any product area or image boundary.
• Approaching: The person is going toward the products.
• Leaving: The person is moving outward.
• Inactive: The person has left the scene.
Product Grabbing Detection
This section focuses on tracked person's interactions with product areas, i.e., people grabbing products. We calculate various descriptors based on Motion History Image (MHI), Accumu- While grabbing a product, a person first reaches out with its arm, then grasps a product, and finally take the product. These different phases in the "product grabbing" event correspond to observable local motion of the person. Following the idea that similarity between various motions can be identified through spatiotemporal motion description [10] , [44] . A corresponding descriptor has to be composed of sets of features sampled in space and time. Then, we want to describe local motion over a local time period. Various features can be used.
We first use the objects' mask over a local period of time: MHI. Then, we focus on the difference between two consecutive foreground masks to describe motion: AMI. However, these two descriptors are based on the objects appearance that is not always conserved across the sequences. Thus, we choose to describe motion using pixel-wise optical flow [10] . Since optical flow is not very accurate, we use histograms of features over image regions: LMC. Such a representation is tolerant to some level of noise, according to Ref. [44] . Finally, we decide to use information that is invariant to the appearance of the tracked object. We select measurements based on interaction between the actor and interest areas, where products are located, to build the IC descriptor. Motion History Image: MHI is a temporal template used as model for actions [6] . MHI offers information concerning a person shape and the way it varies along a local period of time. We aggregate a sequence of foreground object masks, scaled to a standard size of 120 × 120 pixels, see Fig. 3 . MHI is computed as follows:
Where I(x, y, t) is the pixel value of the Image I at position (x, y) at time t. T is the time interval used to calculate the MHI, we choose T = 15 for all tested descriptors as proposed in Ref. [44] .
We define two energy histograms by projecting MHI values along horizontal and vertical axis [19] . These energy histograms are calculated as follows:
H and W are relatively the height and width of our scaled image. We have H = W = 120. These two energy histograms are used as a 240 (120 × 2) dimensional descriptor to recognize Interactions.
Accumulated Motion Image: AMI [19] was inspired from MHI and Motion Energy Image (MEI) [6] . As we see in the previous section, MHI and MEI use the entire silhouette. However, only areas including changes are used to generate the AMI that is defined as follows:
Where D(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) − I(x, y, t − 1). We note that the image difference is calculated between two scaled masks and we keep T = 15, see Fig. 3 .
We calculate the same energy histograms presented in the previous section that are used as descriptor (240 dimensions) to recognize interactions.
Local Motion Context: first, each person's mask is scaled to a standard size of 120 × 120 pixels, while keeping aspect ratio. Then, the optical flow is computed using Lucas Kanade algorithm [24] . The result of this process is two matrixes with values c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan of motion vectors along x and y axis. We separate negative from positive values in the two matrixes, and end out with 4 matrixes before applying a Gaussian blur on each of them to reduce the effects of noises.
Silhouette: a fifth matrix is computed, from the scaled mask, to represent the person's silhouette.
Data quantization: we reduce the dimensionality of these matrixes to filter noises and save computation time. Each matrix is divided into a 2 × 2 grid. Each grid cell gets its values integrated over an 18-bin radial histogram (20 degrees per bin) [4] . Matrixes are now represented by a 72 (2 × 2 × 18) dimensional vector.
Temporal context: to take into account temporal information, we use 15 frames around the current frame and split them in three sets of 5 frames: past, current, and future. After applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on each set's descriptors, we keep the first 50 components for the current set, while we only keep the first 10 components for the past and future sets. The temporal context descriptor possesses then 70 (10 + 50 + 10) dimensions.
The final descriptor for one frame is composed of the local motion and silhouette that has 360 (72 × 5) dimensions and their temporal context that possesses 70 (50+10+10) dimensions. The LMC descriptor has 430 dimensions.
Interaction Context: We propose a novel descriptor composed of six values coming from the low-level process:
• The person's surface covering a product area.
• A Boolean that is true when this covering surface is bigger than a theoretical hand size or when a person is connected to a product area and there is motion detected on this area.
• The surface of the person.
• The height of its bounding box.
• The position of the bottom of the bounding box along y axis.
• The position of the top of the bounding box along y axis. The first measurement increases when a customer is reaching out before taking products. The second measurement detects motion in products areas. Furthermore, the measurements related to the height and position of the bounding box have meaningful variations as a person reaches out for products. The surface tends to increase as a person grasps a product, when products are big enough. These measurements fill the interaction context descriptor that possess 90 (6 × 15) dimensions, because we keep each measurement of the 15 frames.
Behavior Recognition
This section presents the behavior recognition process. Based on the behavior model, we detect the state of each object among the eight pre-defined states, for each frame:
• Enter is detected when a new person is detected and is connected to an image boundary.
• Exit is detected when a previously tracked person is connected to an image boundary.
• Interested is detected when a person's contour connects a product area.
• Stand by is detected when a person is not connected to a product area or an image boundary and is not moving.
• Approaching is detected when a person is not connected to a product area or an image boundary and its trajectory is going toward products.
• Leaving is detected when a person is not connected to a product area or an image boundary and its trajectory is going outward. We note that Stand by, Approaching and Leaving are very similar, only the results of the trajectory analysis changes.
• Inactive is detected when the system loses track of a person.
This event mostly happens when a person leaves the scene, or is occluded by something in the scene or another person.
• Interact is detected using Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8] , with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel on one of the descriptors presented above.
Finite State Machine
A finite state machine is used to organize and prioritize the eight states [7] , [45] . The state machine is synchronous and deterministic. Synchronous means that the machine iterates over each new frame. Based on the previous state, the system calculates the new one by testing each transition condition. If a condition is satisfied, the system moves to the new state. Otherwise, the system stays in the same state. The machine is deterministic because for each state, there can not be more than one transition for each possible input. One FSM model the behavior of one person. We save the person's path through its FSM in order to interpret a high-level scenario. Figure 5 shows a possible path through the FSM.
High-level Analysis
High-level analysis uses mid-level analysis output. This analysis aims at generating a semantic interpretation of the actions and recognizing high-level scenarios, for each person. Such representations offer a summary of a video sequence that is suitable for non-specialists.
Semantic Interpretation
This section aims at describing person's behavior in natural c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan language. Since the mid-level analysis detects the current state of action of a person, we can generate sentences that summarize these actions and events. Expressing human activities is accomplished using case frames [21] . Case frame consist of syntactic components of a sentence. In our study, we use simple case frames [12] composed of three categories as illustrated in the following example:
[AG: "Person 1", PRED: "interacts with", LOC: "area1"] Where AG, PRED and LOC are the agent, the predicate, and the locus of the described action respectively. These three cases allow us to describe all the actions we look for.
Sentences are built using a hierarchy of actions that is composed of case frames to represent each node. A parent node derives its children by redefining the verb (predicate is modified) or the locus (locus is modified) as shown in Fig. 7 . In particular, by going through the hierarchy of actions, the case frame is refined until a final node is reached. Final nodes do not have children and contains all the components of the sentence. Here are the final nodes predicates:
• is walking toward products • is walking outward • is stopped • enters the scene • exits the scene • is interested in • interacts with • is gone However, to follow rapidly changing states and save processing time, we use a different model. We generate states for each type of verb and each locus and construct a State Transition Diagram (STD). As most of the analysis is completed in the previous phase, with the FSM, the STD is simplified, see Fig. 8 .
We explain in the algorithm that follows how case frames are generated from the STD.
1. Let s be a current state. For a new position of the tracked person, semantic primitives are evaluated downward from the top of the STD to determine the new state s'. 2. If state s and state s' are identical, no case frame is generated. 3. Otherwise, a case frame associated to the new state s' is generated. More specifically, when a state change occurs, a case frame is generated, and a sentence is printed. It is interesting to note that we print sentences using present tense or progressive form, because the sentence is usually printed at the beginning of an action that last for several frames.
Scenario Recognition
This section aims at defining and recognizing specific highlevel scenarios. For our application, it is interesting to detect various scenarios that describe different customer behaviors. Depending on the scenario occurring, the media communicates in a different way. In particular, the system differentiates people passing by from people interested or interacting with products.
The FSM is a method that allows determining a state based on the previous state and the sensors input. Thus, we use Allen's theory that allows us to define more complex scenarios with extra temporal relations between states.
Scenario definition: Allen's interval algebra [2] is a calculus for temporal reasoning. This theory defines possible relationships between time intervals and can be used for reasoning about temporal descriptions of events.
In our approach, we use these conditions on the states of the FSM. Each state is an event that last for a certain interval of time. Since all the states are mutually independent in the deterministic FSM, we use the relations before, meet, and their inverse ibefore and imeet. We note that A meets B means that the event B starts as soon as event A finishes. Here are three different scenarios that are recognized:
1. Person walking by 2. Person walking by and being close to a products 3. Person walking by and interacting with products The first scenario is simple and can be thought of as a sequence of states: Enter -Stand by -Exit -Inactive or Enter -Exit -Inactive. Using Allen's theory, we represent these scenarios as constraint networks [32] shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, respectively for the three predefined scenarios. m and b on the transitions represent the relations meet and before. im and ib are the inverse relations. We note that we merge Stand by, Approach, and Leave States are merged into one single state Stand by, to make it clear.
Scenario recognition: The next step is to recognize the three scenarios. For each tracked person, we build the three networks. As a person moves from one state to another in the FSM, we check the validity of each transition in the networks. As soon as two scenarios are no longer valid, the system prints a sentence suggesting that the person plays the only valid scenario. Once the c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan Fig. 9 First scenario represented as a network using Allen's theory. person leaves the scene, or is "Inactive", we check the validity of each scenario. Then the system prints the more likely scenario that was followed by the tracked person, as well as the ratio of valid transitions.
Results
This section present results for mid-level and high-level analysis. We note that the low-level part of the system is evaluated in Refs. [38] and [39] .
Data Description
We use different datasets taken with the same camera. A part of the datasets was taken in our laboratory (LAB1, 2, and 3). The others were taken in a shopping mall (MALL1 and MALL2), see Fig. 2 . The two first datasets (LAB1 and MALL1) possess five and six sequences, respectively, and contains a lot of interactions with products. Two and four different people are shopping respectively, see Fig. 14. LAB2 is a dataset where there is no interaction with the products and has three different actors, see 
State Recognition
The proposed system is evaluated on the presented datasets.
c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan As the system generates a state for each detected object and for each frame, we calculate the percentage of correct states, see Table 1. The dataset LAB2 has no interaction with products in the sequences and this dataset has better results than the LAB1, and we can conclude that the Interact state, i.e., grabbing event, is less precisely detected than the other states, for the videos taken in the LAB. In order to recognize product grabbing events, we used a cross validation process. In other words, to recognize events on a video, we use all the other sequences of the dataset as training, and then calculate recall and precision. As we see on Tables 2 and 3, we evaluate all description methods.
MHI offers poor results, especially on LAB1 sequences. In fact, the silhouette of a person does not present significant changes when a person picks up products. Furthermore, we observe that the appearance of the customer is not necessarily pre- served from one sequence to another. Some videos show customers with shopping cart or basket, detected as foreground.
AMI offers better results than MHI for LAB sequences. However, AMI is also sensible to the appearance changing of the customer, within the dataset sequences.
LMC brings improvements for both datasets. The quantized optical flow combined with the silhouette and temporal context presents a more accurate description that better model a person's motion while picking up products. Once again, we note that results on MALL1 are better than LAB1 due to a closer viewpoint and a higher angle, see Fig. 2 .
IC outperforms the previous methods. Furthermore, the IC dec 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan scriptor is robust to multiple people interacting together, as shown on the multiple people datasets.
As we see on Table 3 , we compare result using only the interaction context descriptor (IC) and both motion and interaction context descriptor (MI). MI performs better than IC on average. However, local motion description tends to be noisier, when occlusions occur. We note that the camera location is really important to maximize the accuracy of the system. A position close to the products performs better on Interact state recognition. However, having the camera too close to the products make us lose information about the customers, since they are only detected when they are near the products.
Semantic Interpretation
Semantic interpretation produces interesting results, see Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 , and 17. Since this interpretation relies completely on the state recognition, a few errors occur. In particular, videos from MALL datasets generate errors due to missdetection of the Exit state. In fact, the camera is very close by the product and when a person is standing by the products, this person is usually connected to an image boundary, see 
Scenario Recognition
Scenario recognition offers very good results. For every video of each dataset, the scenarios played by the tracked persons are correctly identified.
We detect the scenarios in two different ways. First we detect scenarios on-line, and suggest a scenario as soon as the two others are not valid. It is interesting to note that this phase does not always offer perfect results, see Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17. The second method checks the entire path, once the person leaves the scene, and look for the closest scenario. This second process offers correct results for every video tested. Table 4 shows the percentage of correct state transitions during each video.
However, we note a few errors concerning the identification of the object due to limitations of the tracking process in presence of occlusions in complex scenes.
Running Time
Finally, the application has to generate responses quickly as soon as a specific event is detected. The program is tested on a laptop with a Core i5 (4 cores) 2.66 GHz. The application analyzes around 32 frames per second for an image resolution of 640 × 480 and around 23 frames per second for 704 × 576 images, satisfying the real-time constraints of our application.
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel type of application, using computer vision in the field of marketing, which improves interaction between customers and digital media. The system tracks, and analyzes behaviors of shoppers in real-time. Customers' actions, interests, and interactions with products are analyzed. Various scenarios are detected and semantic interpretation is generated. The system requires a light learning phase and is simple to set up.
The system is tested and offers interesting results, 73% of the frames are correctly labeled, for sequences taken in a real environment. Interactions with products are well detected with a precision of 0.79 and a recall of 0.85. Scenarios are precisely recognized, with 98.6% of correct transition.
